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Abstract

It was the purpose of this study, (1) to define reading readiness

as it relates to a child's life experiences, or his experiential back

ground; (2) te review the literature concerning the readiness factors

that influence a child's learning to read, and to review several picture

instruments which would test the experiential background of the pre-read

ing child; and (4) to analyze the results, discuss the educational

implications, and~ive recolllDlendatil!llls for future study. Reading readi

ness IJIUst include the child's complete background for learning in terms

of his maturation and experience. The child's background for learning

or his experiential background is his knowledge of common objects gained

through direct concrete experiences. A review was llISde of existing pic

ture instruments. The SHit Test in Reading, the Peabody Picture Vocabu

lary Test, and the Pre-Reading Skills Program were elCaJllined. None of

these instruments were found to have adequate picture llISterial or to

measure experiential background. The researcher then gathered colorful

photographs for the construction of a picture instrument to measure ex

periential, background of the learner. The research instrument'was given

in the spring and lIummer of 1978 to 39 pre-readers. The Peabody Picture

Vocabulary Test was also given for comparative purposes. A comparison

of the means of the raw scores of the two instruments yielded a differ

ence of only five. The research instrument wall considered to be an

appropriate test for the present research population. Additional re

search should be done in the future to further explore the learner' II

experiential background.
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CHAPTER ONE

Overview of the Study

Readiness in all of its major and minor aspects is the teacher's

first consideration in working with beginners (Hildreth, 1950). The

teacher feels that she should know each child's individual needs, skills,

and habits. It is only through learning this information that she can

improve her methods of instruction and provide every child with the

best possible education.

Statement of the problem

It w~& the purpose of this study, (1) to define reading readiness

as it relates to a child's life experienoes, or his experiential baok

ground; (2) to review the literature oonoerning the readiness faotors

that influenoe a ohild's learning to read, and to review several pio

ture instruments of the pre-reading level; (3) to develop and adminis

ter an instrument which would test the experiential baokground of the

pre-reading ohild; and (4) to analyze the results, discuss the educa

tional implioations, and give reoommendations for future study.

Reading readiness can be stated as "the background for learning

in terms of maturation and experience" (Hildreth, 1950). The term IJIUst

include the total development of the child--his intelleotual, phYSical,

sooial, and emotional development. One must consider the ohild's men

tal maturity--the ability to think, to reason, to learn, to observe,

to be curious, to remember, to follow directions, and to deal with the

ideas of his own level of understanding. The child's powers of visual

and auditory discrimination are therefore part of mental maturity.
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The child's physical development involvesl vision I hearing; speech-

including oral language development, listening, vocabulary; and large

and small muscle control, The child's social and emotional development

emerges partly from his self-control and self-reliance as well as from

group participation and interest in learning.

Also to be discussed in the present study is the experiential back

ground of the child. The child's background of experience is his know

ledge of common objects gained through direct or concrete experience ~th'

situations in his environment. The child will only give lIIeaning to words

and sentences when he has this baokground of experience 1,lpon whioh to draw

the meaning. For example, the child may learn to say and reoognize the

word "dog," but unless he has seen a dog, petted it, listened to it bark,

felt its stioky tongue, and romped with it, he ean not properly conoept

ualize "dog." It is desirable for the child to have many direct exper

iences with people, places, and objects. Obviously, a child's background

of experienoe is interrelated With his physical and mental oapabilities,

as well as the socio-economio level of his hOMe environment.

Yes, the social and economio background of the hOMe does affect the

child preparing to learn to read. This is a large COMplex problem. The

child from a low social and eoonomio baokground may not haveopportuni

ties or means to have all the life experiences of the average ot middle

class youngster. The child may not be able to have a dog or have a book

about dogs or even see a dog on a television set. Yet a child from a

low social and economio background. may have a color television which

provides him with as many passive life experienoes as a child frolll an
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above-average ~amily with a yacht., a penthouse apartment in Chicago and

a summer cottage having real life experiences.

The opposite is true also of children from high socio and economic

backgrounds. These children may not have anyone who will take the time

to give them the life experiences that their wealth can afford. Yet these

children often do have many rich life experionces provided by their so

cial background.

Therefore social and eoonomic backgrounds often·prov~de the oppor

tunities and means for children to reoeive rioh and varied life exper

iences. Children can reoeive enough passive life experienoe through 00

lor television, radio, and stereo and cassette players to give them aver

age baokgrounds for reading. Bacause of the controversial nature of the

how and why of socio-eoonomio levels of the home, this faotor was not

considered in depth in the present study.

Language experienoe is olosely related to experiential background.

The ohild draws upon his experience with a new concrete object or sit

uation to learn new vooabulary words. He expresses in his own oral lan

guage pattern his reaction, be it delight or dismay with the new exper

ience. As Paul Diederich (1936) stated,

"In the beginning of a ohild' slife, there can be no

confliot, no 1l1.ij1~'r4tion between language and experience. A

child oannot learn a word without hearing it repeatedly in

connection with the objact or event to which it relates" (Gray,

1944) •

Need for Study

Children enter sohool when they have had their fifth birthday prior
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to December first. Some children progress along the teacher's set of

behavioral objectives for the class and some fall short of the teacher's

minimulll requirements. When a lesson is presented, some children are not

able to assimulate the concepts and information because of their lack of

life experiences.

The above problems led this author to seek answers by investigating

reading readiness - what constitutes readiness and are there any tests

available to measure the background of experience?

In order to measure the child's various reading skills, the teacher

most often selects a current commercial reading readiness test. Five of

the major reading readiness tests are I The Metropolitan Readiness Tests,

Murphy-Dlrrell Reading Readiness Analysis, Clymer-Barrett Pre-reading

Battery, Gates MacGinitie Reading Test - Readiness· Skills, and Harrison 

Stround Reading Readiness Profiles. These tests attempt to measure the

following skills I vocabulary development, listening, letter recognition,

numbers, visual-motor coordination, rhyming words, phoneme correspondence,

learning rate, auditory discrimination, auditory blending, word reco~~".

tion, and matching. Not one of the tests measures attention span, cogni

tive learning style or experiential background (Rude, 1973).

Why were these skills not measured? Their exclusion does not indi

cate totsl unlmpor-tance , Cognitive learning style and attention span are

part of the thinking processes of the brain, Researchers are still study_

ing just how children learn. An importsnt factor in children's learning

was found by this researcher to be experiential baokground. This factor

will be discussed further in the present study.

Commercial materials for language development are available. A
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widely used course is the Peabody Language Development Kit. Through the

pictures and questions the child's language development can be accelerated.

There are very few good instruments to diagnose the child's, begin

ning experiential background. The enterprising teacher, who takes the

necessary time, may design her own instrument to roughly assess the chil

dren's experiential background. Generally, the teacher will use simple

line drawings in her instrument. The drawings may be confusing and une

clear. certain areas of interest or information may be omitted from the

instrument. These tests are unpublished and virtually unaccessible to

the vast majority of the teachers of beginning readers.

The classroom teacher is not trained in the mastery of constructing

tests. The teacher training institutions advise the students to collect

a fUe of pictures. The exact use is not always clearly explained. They

may be just colorful bulletin board additions. Whatever the purpose of

the pictures, the cOlllplete file takes years to assemble. The enterpris

ing teacher will not construct the test the night before she intends to

use it. The painstakingi,time involved to construct a good test has lim

ited the number of tests available.

Scope of Study

It was the purpose of this study to carefully design an instrument

to assess the experiential backgroun~ of 'pre-readers. The instrument

was a set of selected pictures. These pictures were copies of colorful

photographs found in current magazines and publications c011llll0n to house

holds. These pictures represented the direct or concrete experiences of

the pre-readers. Obscure pictures or confusing line drawings were ex-
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eluded to permit clarity. The instrument included as many clear sym

bolic representations of the natural experiences of the children as

possible. The final set of pictures was due to the subjective choice

of this author.

The pictures of the instrument were chosen for another reason be

sides the natural childhood experiences. The pictures were only those

of pure initial consonant sounds. No vowels, digraphs, or consonant

blends were used.

Children four years of age who did not have formal reading instruc

tion were shown the pictures to identity. It was the belief of this re

~that children having had many rich experiences would be able to

identity 95 percent of the pictures shown to them. Children having lim

ited experiences would be unable to identify any more than 50 percent.

No attempt was made to aSsess the reasons why the children had varied ex

periences. This decision was based on the assumption that the varied

experiences mayor may not be the resultant effect of the socio-economic

level of the home environment.

Methodology

In construction of this instrument colorful pictures were found and

mounted on cardboard. This facilitated the presentation of the pictures.

These pictures were chosen to represent people, places, and objects, with

in the realm of the experiences of the children. Among the areas of ex

perience included were, family and home, playmates and playthings, pets,

collllllUnity helpers, vehicles and modes of travel, cOllllllUnication, farm, in

dustry, nature, hobbies and sports, and zoo and circus animals.
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After construction, the instrument was field tested by a small group

of children not included in the actual research population. Approximate

ly 30 four-year-old pre-readers comprised the research population. These

children were shown the set of pictures to identiCy. Small groups of two

to five children were tested at one time, The subjects were chosen from

pre-kindergarten round-ups and day Care classes. The locality of the

children was a combination of the area surrounding the small rural vill

age of Wonewoc, population 835, the rural city of Reedsburg, population

4,585, and the larger city of LaCrosse, population 51,153. For compara

tive purposes the Peabody Picture Vocabulary 'l:est, (!!y!), was given to

each child.

Results

The research instrument and the !!y! were given to approximately 30

children. Each test yielded a raw score which was the percentage of cor

rect responses. A comparison was made of these raw scores, to determine

if the research instrument was an adequate test of a child's experience

and frame of reference.

Each item of the research instrument was reviewed as to the percen

tage correctly identified. The data gave this researcher some idea as

to the appropriateness of the choice of pictures.

Definition of Terms

Experiential Background. Background knowledge of common objects

gained through direct or concrete experiences.

Reading Readiness. Child's complete background for learning in

terms of maturation and experience.

Pictures. Colorful photographs which symbolically represent the

child's experiences.
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Pre-readers. Children four years old who have not begun formal

reading classes in kindergarten or first grade.

Limitations - AssUlllptions

1. This study was limited to the experiential background aspect of '

reading readiness.

2. It did not measure the obvious interplay of the various readi

ness skills of oral language and vocabulary growth, socio-economic levels,

visual and auditory acuity with experiential background.

3. The results of the research were limited to the population used.

Caution is advised in any attempt to apply the results to children in gen

eral.

4. The sampling was~ random, rather subjects were chosen on

their availability and age.

5. It was aasumed that each child had had at least passive experi

ences from radio, television, etc., upon which the researcher would illi

cit oral language responses to the research instl'Ulllent.
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CHAPTER .TWO

. Review of the Literature

Teaching the young child to read has been the goal of educators

ever since the days of Classical Greece. We can tell how great a con

cern this has been because of the educational and public concern with

reading failure.

Reading pedagogy has been derived as much :from revelation as from

experimentation or observation. The most common remedy for the reading

malaise has been to change teaching programs. In the days of the pioneers.

the Horn Book and the ABC method were used. The teacher would drill the

ABC's by having the children recite: "A is for apple, B is for baby, C

is for cat." The children ~lso did much spelling of words. This' drill

later gave way to the whole word procedure. We may also call them sight

words in the basal programs. The basals were superceded in popularity

by phonics. In more recent days, new and unsubstantiated methods have

been used. ITA, linguistics, Words In Color, programed readers, machines

and computers, and experiential materials are some of these methods.

(Venezky, 1970).

Also of great concern has been the nature of the reading process.

Reading research has been done for some seventy years. Beginning with

the publication of Huey's Psychology and Pedagogy of Reading in 1908,

research has been done in spurts of interest or sweeps of the pendulum

on the current trend. Research has been done by psychologists, scientists,

physicians, educational psychologists, and educators. So much has been

written that it was impossible to present all the research on the nature

of the reading process and the proper methods for inducing literacy in
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the young in so brief a space. The important factors in reading readiness

as they relate to the reading process were presented as they appeared to

this researcher.

Eduoators have tried to devise ways and means of testing ohildren

to determine their present reading ability. Some have tried to prediot

future reading success. A review of several of these picture instruments

of the pre-reading level was included.

Guiding eachyoungohild to learn to read is one of the most impor

tant jobs of the primary teacher. This task requires that the teacher

understand the nature of reading readiness and the interrelationships of

its components.

Donald C. CUshenbery (1969) stated,

The term "reading readiness" suggests that a child has

reached a level in his educational growth when he is able to

read without obvious disoomforts of a physical, psychologi

cal, or emotional nature.

He has also presented what he feels are the important factors of reading,

• • • social development, mental capacity, baokground of ex

perience, physioal oharacteristics (suoh as the ability to

make auditory and visual discrimination), and general lan-

guage development. ,..

Other ideas of reading readiness have been popular through the years.

Mabel Morphett and Carleton Washburne (1931) have concluded,

It seems safe to state that, by postponing the teach

ing of reading until children reach a mental age level of six

and a half years, teachers can greatly decrease the chances
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of failure and discouragement and can correspondingly in

crease their efficiency (Venezky, 1970).

This idea of readiness was accepted until men such as Arthur Gates

questioned the mental age theory. Gates (1947) accepted the practical

view of stages in reading development. He stated,

When we say that a child has reached a state of "read

iness" for reading, we mean that he has developed certain

interests, abilities, information to a point sufficient to

guarantee, under normal circumstances, success in actually

learning to read.

The components < of reading readiness he feels are •

••• • the ability to understand and speak English; the abili

ty to pronounce words and sentences in acceptable forms; the

ability to pay attention; the acquiring of a wide range of

word concepts and understandings through early language ex

perience; the ability to interpret pictures of different

types; the ability to use various common objects, such as

crayons, scissors, books; and the familiarity with words

through books and parents' interest (Gates, 1947).

Therefore according to Arthur Gates, reading readiness begins in in

fancy with the learning of important initial lessons and continues through

out the child's development. Reading readiness is more than just a spe

cial form or expression of general maturity. A child's reading readiness

should be appraised according to these criteria. intelligence or verbal

ap,t;jjt1illde, vision, color blindness, hearing, handedness, speech, health,

vigor, and emotional stability.
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Gates has the following to comment on background of experience and

infol'lllationi

Children come to school with a great variety of preceed

ing experiences and a great range of information. Some chil

dren may have come from homes richly equipped with educative

materials and favored by continual and intelligent guidance

and instruction from the parents of other persons. They may

have been taken on trips, have been to stores, to,e,the country,

to the seashore, the zoo, and many other places where first

hand experiences have been gained. They may have had exten

sive opportunity to learn from conversation with many persons,

from picture books, from experiences with concrete materials,

and from reports from many friends,both young and old. At

the other extreme, one may find a child whose home has provided

little educational opportunity of incentive, whose environ

ment has been severely restricted. Two children of equal na

tive endowment may thus present themselves at school with ve

ry different amounts of experience in learning and of infor

mation.

There can be little doubt that, other things being equal,

the wider and richer the child's experienoes and the greater

his range of infol'lllation, the better he is equipped to learn

to read. The underprivileged child is not only a less exper

ienced learner but he may lack the concepts essential for full

and olear understanding of much that he reads. The child, for

example, who is very acquainted with the farm and all thst goes

on there, has a background of interest anli of understanding
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Several of the various pioture instruments were examined. Soienoe

Researoh Assooiates have published materials for use with young chil

dren. The University of Wisoonsin-MAdison Reading Laboratory has been

aotive in developing the Pre-Reading Skills materials, oommonly known

as~. Also available was the Peabody Pioture Vooabulary Test. The

last test dealt with ohildren's vooabulary or their language.

Science Researoh Assooiates (SRA)

Louis P. Thorpe, D. Welty Lefever, and Robert A. Naslund 00

authored a partial pioture instrument. They have written the S.R.A.

Aohievement Series in Reading and Arithmetio. During the years 1954 to

1964 the test was published for grades one through nine.

The only subtest to present pictures was the verbal-pictorial

assccaatacn subtest. This was only presented in the grade 1-2 form of

the test. Beoause words were presented with piotures, the test was

designed to measure general reading ability. The scores of this sub

test overlapped vooabulary and oomprehension. Average and above-average

readers benefited from this assessment of their reading ability with

out undue frustration. Poor and below-average readers had difficulty

with the test.

The manual of the test indioated that the test soores proVided a

basis for disoovering and correoting the oauses of poor aohievement.

The vOClabulary used was very difficult even for 1st grade ohildren.

Geyser and volcano were not familiar to ohildren of this age. The

material seemed to be a ohallenge even for the best children in the ',"

grade. Low scores resulted for a large majority of pupils in the
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below-average sooio-eoonomio areas of the oommunity.

The vooabulary was hard and ohallenging even for the best.

Vooabulary was also tested in oontext by the presentation of story

units. The SRA Aoheivement Test in Reading was not found suitable for

any use for pre-readers. This test told this writer what not to

develop in any future studies.

Upon oloser examination of the author, Louis P. Thorpe, the

researcher learned that Thorpe oonsidered meaning, language and the

written word olose realities. Thorpe has written on ohild psychology

and also the growth and development of the child,

Vooal language is the vehiole by whioh the ohild

oommunioates his ideas, his wishes, and his attitudes

to other persons. The oapaoity to exohange words and

other symbols of ideas and feelings serves to satisfy a

variety of needs. It is through this avenue that ohildren

secure not only information but a great deal of experi

ence , Language is a means of both personal expression

and sooial oommunioation. It is, indeed, one of the

prinoipal faotors in personality and sooial development.

This ability to use words in verbal oomminioation is

dependent for its development upon both environmental stimu

lation and physioal growth. A ohild oannot use word symbols

and words are symbols of experienoes -- until he has reaohed

a stage of maturation whioh makes possible suoh an intelleotual

aotivity. (Thorpe, 1962)
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Thorpe has stated by these words that readiness to read is a

resultant of the envirolllllent supplying experienoes and the ohild's

physioal growth in development and language.

Thorpe also reported the nature of ohildren's vooabulary in

terms of the ohild' s experienoes.

The ohild' s quailtat1ve use of words also shows

marked development with inoreasing age. Beoause of

his experienoes with them, the ohild oomes to know

the meaning of events, objeots, and to some extent

the behavior of people. Objeots take on more and

more meaning as the ohild manipulates them through

feeling, pUlling, striking, lifting, throwing, drop

ping, rolling, or in smelling, testing, or hearing

them. The four-year-old ohild is likely, for example,

to define ohair as "A chair is to sit on" and oar as

"A ear is to ride in." SUoh words have meaning for him

in terms of possibilities for aotion (Thorpe ,1962) •

In the SRA test, the authors had presented an acoelerated-
vooabulary. Thorpe had investigated the growth of ohildren's

vooabulary. Thorpe found that•

• • • from the ability at age one to use :3 words,

the average ohild develops to the extent that he oan

use 896 words at age three, and 2,.562 at age six.

From this point, size of vooabulary oontinues to develop,

at a rate oommensurate with the ohild's home environment,
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educational opportunities, and desire to improve, to

approximately 15,OOOwords at the time of graduation

from high school. (Thorpe, 1962).

In keeping with the pMlosophy of verbal meaning and challenges,

the 2M.readiness material was not found to be easy. The Learnipg to

Think series was published in 1967.

These statements from the teacher t s manual presented the reason

for the complex line-drawing pictures in the series,

The 8M Learnipg to Think series has been designed

to answer a problem facing every teacher of young

children -- to find educational things to do that pupils

consider interesting.

While the books in the series constitute reading

readiness material, they go further and provide direct

intellectual training in primary mental abilities.

Verbal meaning is stressed throughout the series.

The vocabulary level of the series is not limited to the

child's speaking vocabulary. Rather, it is aimed at

his total "comprehension vocabulary)', Children are like

adults in their ability to understand a great many more words

than they use in speaking, and recent research has shown that

the number of words they understand is much larger than

has previously been supposed.

More than 1,200 different pictures have been used in

each book, many of them presenting complex situations.
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These pictures represent different objects and ideas. so that

the child acquires new vocabulary and new concepts with every

lesson (Thurstone, 1967).

The series consisted of four workbooks. Each one contsined, space

thinking, - pattern copying, completion, mazes, and figure compari

son; and qualitstive thinking, - counting little pictures. The rest of

the pages were similar to the ones presented in Appendix C. The pages

have many line drawings.

On page 18, (see Appendix C), the pictures are all of equal size.

A bar of soap is the same size as an entire cow. A pair of socks is the

same size as a pony. If the child is to mark, no) the duok, the swea

ter, and the rabbit," he must decide between real and plaY things and

pictures of varying relative size. The ohild has these problems to over

oome before he can oonsider the vooabulary and verbal meaning.

On page 25. line two, the girl who lives where it is very oold can

be pioture J or 4. On page JJ in the first row, the anohor and key look

too similar for a first glanoe of the child. In the second row, the first

pioture looks like a party hat as well as a stopper. If a child is con

sidering the hat as his first impression, he will have difficulty with

what it is a part of.

On page 84, the trapeze and the Indian would be hard pictures for

the children. The child must again decipher the part-whole relationships

of the pictures, use classification skills for the tools, and toys, and

at the same time listen for the teacher's goal of auditory disorimination

of the ItI sound.

The child certsinly is challenged, (sometimes to the frustration
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point, or is at best confused), when he looks at the ~ pictures. These

materials could not be considered for all children. Not all children

could meet the extreme challenge of deciphering the pictures and using

in cOlllbination man;y mental skills.

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT)

Another test or picture. instrument was the Peabody Picture Vocabu

lary Test (PPVT). It was published in 1959 by the American Guidance Ser-

vice, Inc.. IJ.oyd M. Dunn, the author, intended the PPVT to be an indi--
vidual intelligenoe test which would give an estimate of the subject's

verbal intelligenoe through measuring his hearing vocabulary. Dunn de

veloped the test for use with special groups, such as people who demon

strate reading problems, speech problems, emotional problems, handioaps,

and mentally retarded.

The PPVT is an untimed test whioh oan be given in fifteen minutes-
or less by an examiner needing no special preparation. It consists of

a picture booklet of 3 practices plus 150 test plates. Each has four

numbered pictures. The examiner reads the stimulus word and the sub

ject responds by pointing to or giving the number ot the picture which

best illustrates the word. The items are arranged in ascending order ot

dit£ioulty. The subject responds only to items between his "basal" and

his llce;illngll score. (see.E!!,! sample response sheet - Appendix D.)

The answer sheet. gives the stimulus word,the correct response

number. (differs tor Form A & B) and a spaoe tor rec()rding the student's

:response. Thus scoring is made rapidando1;ljecti'lre' The examiner places

a mark oyer the item .number ot incorrect responses. The errors are coun-

ted and subtracted trom the oeiling eeere, The student's total score can
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be converted to percentile rank, mental age, or standard score IQ,

In developing the !:fYI the author had line drawings made for 2,055

illustratable words (from a population of all illustratable words 

;3,885) found in webster's New Collegiate Edition, Second Edition 1956.

These drawings are largely nouns and those illustratable actions which

young children consider colll1tlon to their lives.

The level of difficulty (ages 2.5 to 18) and item placement were

determined on a sample of ;360 subjects. The standardization was based

entirely on 4,012 white children in and around Nashville, Tenn.. (This

test has a wide popular use, moderate reliability and largely unestablish

ed validity.) Lyman (1975) urges caution in interpreting the norms.

Ellen V. Piers (1975) of Penn State University, questioned the use

of the PPVT as an intelligence test. She stated I-
One might question the author's assumption that re~ogni

tion vocabulary measures verbal intelligence. "in the same way"

that verbal definition vocabulary tests are Said to measure it,

and that the demonstrated predictive value for school success

of the latter is thus automatically transferred to a picture

vocabulary test.

She also cautioned the use of this test when she said,

•••be aware of what Guilford calls the "cognition of fig-

ural units" is only one aspect of the very complex domain of

intelligence.

This researcher examined the picture plates of the !!YI for any ob

vious visual or perceptive obscurities, (see Appendix D) On plate num

ber ;31, Form B, the stimulus word is sail. The line drawings are I (1)
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a goose in flight, (2) a propellor, (3) a nest, and (4) a sail boat on

water. Frames 1, 2, and 3 are isolated fragments of wholes, whereas frame

4 has the figure (boat) grounded. It is oonoeivab1e that a student oou1d

ohoose frame 1 or 4 as sail.

On plate number 44, the stimulus word is cash, The line drawings

are, (1) a bowl with a cracked and broken side, (2) a twisted length of

cord or wire, (3) a gift or present, and (4) change or eedns , Often this

researoher has had children choose frame 1 (craok) instead of 4 (cash).

This seemed to be more a test of auditory discrimination than vocabulary

choice.

On plate number 48, the stimulus word is argument. The line draw

ings are, (1) two men, one soolding the other; (2) a boy tumbling back

wards down the hill; (3) a dentist examining the patient's mouth; and (4)

a girl taking a bath. The student may know the word argument and .mJ.

choose the W1lOng frame. The answer could be 1, 2, 3, or 4. To a ohild

each frame may show an argument. (1) The men may be arguing. (2) The

boy may be tumbling down the hill as a result of his argument with ano

ther person at the top of the hill. (3) The patient may have had an argu

ment about seeing the dentist. Most children are not fond of seeing the

dentist after the experience of his drill. (4) Not all ohildren take a

bath without first an argument. The ohoioe of frames for' the ohild de

pends upon his background of experienoe as well as his mental oomprehen

sion of the word, argument.

On plate number .53, the stil1lU1us word is reel. The line drawings

aro, (1) a thermostat, (2) a bolt and nut, (3) a slide projector, and

(4) a reel. A child may not know "reel" but may know, "real", its homonym.
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To a child thinking the examiner has said "real", frames 1, 2, and 3 as

well as 4 are real. The most real item may be frame 2, the bolt and nut.

Because of the complexity of the homonyms, this plate can be very confus

ing even to the child who knows about the reel on a fod and reel.

This researcher found many other examples of poor illustrations,

expecially in the confusion of figure-ground. The vocabulary words of

1959 may be outdated today. For example, bennister, shears, and cobbler

are not common words,

Pre-Reading Skills Program (PRS)

A third test was the Skills Test of the Pre-Reading Skills program

(PRS). The~ was developed at the Wisconsin Research and Development

Center of Cognitive Learning (R & D Center) at the University of Wiscon

sin - Madison. This center is one of the university based educational

research and development centers that are funded by the National Insti

tute of Education. The R&D Center has had as its goal assistance to

school systems in developing structures, procedures, and environments

designed to help plan and carry out effective instructional programing

for individual students,

In response to the problems of the conventional schools, the R&D

Center developed its system of Individually Guided Education (IGE). This

is a system to formulate and carry out instructional programs aimed at

each child's instructional needs, learning style, and rate of learning.

The.~ waS deve:).9ped as a curriculum component of the m! system.

~ was a new approach to prevent reading failure by preparing chil

dren for formal reading instruction. The researchers of~ stated:
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It haS long been known that children who will require spe

cial help in learning to read can be identified at an early age,

but this information waS not utilized, and no effective proced

ures for helping these children were developed. Instead, the

co_on remedy for dealing with reading failure was to try new

methods of teaching reading, in the hope that the proportion of

reading failures would be greatly reduced as II result. These

methods were rarely based upon new understandings of reading

or of learning I instead, they were derived mostly from popular

discontent with existing procedures, mixed with a desire to find

instant solutions. Each method succeeded in teaching reading to

a significant portion of the, total school enrollment, but each

failed to improve the eduoationa1 achievements of those who

needed help the most -- the underp.rivi1eged and the slow 1ear-

ners.

~ is based on the conviction that with proper instruc

tion prior to formal reading, a significant number of reading

failures can be avoided. The research behind the program is

based on the rationale that reading is not a single skill but

rather a composite of separate skills. The immediate goal of

the research was therefore to identify specific skills that are

integral to the reading process and that relate directly to

reading success. The ultimate objective of the investigation

was to apply new knowledge about the component skills involv-

ed in the reading process to the development of more effective

procedures for preparing children for beginning reading (Venezky,

1974).
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!:l!!? concentrates of five skills which the researchers found spe

cific to reading and learning to read. The skills are the most impor

tant for decoding and word recognition. There are three visual skills

(letter order, letter orientation, and word detail) and two sound skills

(sound matching and sound blending).

The program has a skills test booklet (see Appendix E) designed for

use as pretests and posttests. The test booklet contains all the plates

for the five subtests of skills. The three visual tests consist of let

ters and words. The plates of the sound matching test show a letter and

three line drawings. Each plate has a drawing for the initial and the

terminal sound of the consonant and a third choice. The examiner always

asks for the initial iBound picture. The drawings are not always clear,

but the examiner says the names of each one for the child.

The plates of the sound blending test show a word and three line

drawings. The line drawings were found to be sometimes unclear and con

fusing. Again the examiner says the names of the drawings. Because this

subtest can be used as a pretest, it could measure the vocabulary and

word concept development of the children.

The Pre-Reading Skills Program itself contains games and sound cards.

The large cards for classroom use are colorful line drawings. The games

sometimes have decks of little colored line drawings. The color was found

appealing to young children. The drawings again WDBe not always clear.

A hen scratching for worms is presented for the /k/ sound. Without the

teacher's identification, the picture can be bird, hen, chicken, or duck.

After carefully examining the Science Research Associates material,

the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test and the Pre-Reading Skills Program,
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this researcher discovered trends in currently published material. The

instruments all contained picture materials. Each consisted of line draw

ings. Only the m used color. No actual photographs were used. Each

test contained confusing and unclear drawings.

For each test, the child would have to use his learned background

of experience to answer the questions. This would be true of any task

for any learner. However, none of the instruments were designed to meas

ure experiential background. The instruments were designed to meaSure

cognitive thinking, vocabulary and the visual and auditory skills neces

sary for beginning reading.

It was these findings that prompted this researcher to search for

concrete pictures (photographs) which would meaSure the child I s back

ground of experience. It was the assumption of this researcher that ex

periential background must be a very necessary factor of reading readiness.

This factor has not been explored in depth in previous research studies.
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CHAPTER THREE

Original Research

The PJ~ose of this paper was to examine reading readiness and to

develop an instrument which tested the experiential background of the

pre-reading child.

Dr. Emmett A. Betts in his book, Foundations of Reading Instruc

ll.2!!, (19:32), devoted several chapters to reading readiness. He com

mented on experiential background,

Reading, or interpretation, requires a ,~talking to" the

printed page; hence, a rich background of information is

essential to comprehension. Experiential background, there

fore, becomes one of! the primary factors in reading readiness.

Since the education of the child is not entirely a school

affair, it follows that home background may be a factor in

readiness for reading. Home influence is felt in a number

of ways, including the quality and extent of experiences gained

through travel and family discussions and the attainment of

emotional and sl!lcial adjustment (Betts, 19:32).

Moreover, Dr. Betts stated what experiences he feels children should

have,

A required background includes both broad factual infor

mation and rich emotional experiences. Harmonious family life,

freedom from unjustified home and school pressures to force

language development, reasonable opportunities for experi

mentation, normal experiences with story telling, picture

books, and worth-while literature -- all these contribute to
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the development of a rich emotional life. The child should

become familiar with Mother Goose Rhymes, Christopher Morley's

Animal Cracker, and the like... poetry, verse, and stories

(Betts, 1932).

As a guide for teachers providing experiences to fill the gaps cre

ated by the home background, Dr. Betts gave various excursions for the

class. Betts stated these to be typical experiences to be provided by

the homel

•••Walks through the park and countryside, for animals and plants

... trips to the library, post office, fire and police stations,

stores, broadcasting stations, express and telegraph offices,

and the like can do much to clarify notions about cOlDlllunity

workers. In some communities industrial excursions Can be

highlighted. Automobile factories, lime kilns, coal mines,

lumber mills, creameries, sugar beet mills, railroad centers;

printing plants, tile factories, steel mills, and green houses

are rioh and varied sources of experience. Learning should

begin at home (Betts, 1932).

Other experiences stated dealt with arts and crafts, science and social

experiences I

...arts and crafts activities are valuable for bringing children

into direct contact with things. These activities include

the making of friezes, housing facilities foranimals,"orange

box" movies t booklets, puppets, lan~ .s1ides ..>,tJllYs ,lllusical

instruments, maps, charts, dioramas, panozaaas , linoleum-block
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prints, carved objects from soap and wood, pottery and the

like. Carefully selected and directed arts and crafts activ

ities afford a means for direct experiences and for expressing

experiences within classrooms.

The study of plants and animals •••the care of plants

and properly cared for pets •••capitalization on holidays,

birthdays, entertainments, and dramatic activities (Betts,

1932) •

The suggestions of Dr. Betts and Gertrude Hildreth were used by this

researcher to develop areaS of interest in experiential background.

These suggestions helped to firmly establish in the mind of this author

the belief that experiential background was as important a factor as

any other to be considered.

The first list, (see Appendix A), of areaS of interest were, house

hold, furnishings, police, siblings, communications, pets, playthings,

and playmates, modes of travel and vehicles, farm-dairy, zoo-circus

animals, farm animals, factory and industry, grocery store or super

market, fishing, tools, cooking, picnics and cookouts, department stores,

park or gardens, travel, concert, music and parades, beach-riverside

lake, literacy, woods, literature, culture, sports, school, geography,

post office, fire station, city, family and home, community helpers,

and professions and vocations. Under each heading were listed nouns,

that is, names of objects or people or places. For example, under the

heading, tools, were listedl pliers, screwdriver, wrench, hammer, saw,

ax, and ladder.
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This activity satisfied the first criterion of finding the wealth

of information and experiences with which children should be acquainted.

However, this list, (Appendix A) was too large to work with considering

the age of the research population. Moreover, the amount of pictures

that were needed to make the instrument was excessive.

To narrow the amount of pictures for the instrument another criterion

was used. Every word beginning with a vowel was omitted. Words such

as airplane, elevator, ax, aisle, and exit were omitted. All digraphs

and two and three letter consonant blends were omitted. Words such as

pliers, wrench, and screwdriver were omitted. Only words beginning with

simple initial consonants were used (e.g., bus, party, toys, salad).

To further narrow the list, any item with two commonly accepted

names was omitted. For example, words such aSI cab or taxi; football

or ball; hatchet or ax; rabbit or bunny; chicken or bird, duck or goose;

mother or woman; cork or bobber; couch, davenport or sofa; were not

included.

With this narrowed working list the researcher chose magazines

such as 1!!!!" Outdoor Life, Ladies Home Journal, Wisconsin Agricultura

~, and others common to many households. The researcher wanted pic

tures to represent the experiences of the children. The full color

photographs found in magazines were felt to appeal to the research

population.

Clarice Widell, in a study conducted at the University of Wisconsin

LaCrosse (1971), found the following true of the effeot of pictures on

children who are learning to readl

,In the area of learning to read, upon which there was more
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agreement between opinions of writers in the field and teaohers

surveyeda piotures may misoue and may divert attention from

printed words. That ohildren should be taught to read from

books oontaining piotures, that when a student is presented

with a mult:\;sensory stimulation, the pioture will most easily

elioite the oorreot response, and the eduoators' need to be

sensitive to ohildrens' visual literaoy or ability to read a

pioture,

Teaohers were of the opinion that books whioh inolude

attraotive piotures make the task of learning to read more

pleasant and that oriteria should be developed to guide illus

trators, to help narrow the gap between the reality of the

ohild's world and the world he sees piotured in books (Widell,

1971) •

If ohildren learning to read need attraotive piotures, the piotures

seleoted for the researoh instrument should also be appealing and oolor

ful. The objeot to be identified should be olearly shown in the pio

ture. For example, if the oamel is to be identified, then only a oamel

should be shown. Other objeots suoh as trees, zoo oages, and birds,

should not be inoluded.

After this researoher sorted many possible piotures, about one

hundred and fifty piotures were seleoted for inolusion in the present

study. The ar!:l.as of interest of oulture and literature and story tel

ling were large enough in themselves to be a seperate sub-test, there

fore they were excIuded, Musio and parades were omitted because it was
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too difficult for this author to find a picture of a parade or band

which could be identified as only one object. Any pictures which could

represent socio-economic status were omitted. For example, dish

washer, seaweed, waves, records, ramps, and rest areaS on freeways

were thought to be more appropriate for middle class children from a

city and were therefore not included.

After this researcher had assembled the initial list of pictures

(see appendix A), it was narrowed down to the working list (see appen

diX' B). When many pictures had been gathered and sorted, the research

instrument was constructed. The response sheet listed the pictures

according to category. (For the exact listing - see response sheet

preceding the research instrument in appendix G.) The following cate

gories and number of items were included I zoo animals (8), home and

family (12), pets, playthings and playmates (11), farm animals (4), farm (4),

modes of travel (6), nature (8), hobbies and sports (8), community

workers (12), and communication (10). A total of 83 pictures were

included in these ten categories. One extra picture was chosen as the

example item. The final choice of these pictures was the subjective

judgment of this author.

Certain pictures were included because they are characteristics of

a certain area. Canoe, barge, dam, and fishing were included because

they are characteristic of the Mississippi River Valley around La Crosse.

Milking, calf, and cow are more common to the small farming community

of Wonewoc. Five pictures, reel, factory, chemist, town and city, were

included as a challenge to the child with a wealth of background
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experience.

The pictures were mounted on cardboard to facilitate the presen

tation of the pictures in the administration of the test. On the back

of each picture was noted the category title. the response number, the

name of each picture, and any acceptable alternative responses.

The response sheet (see appendix G) waS constructed so that the

test administrator could check the 'yes' column if a child answered

correctly. Ample space was given so that variant answers could be

recorded in the 'no' column.

The researcher arranged to give this research instrument to 39

four-year-old pre-readers. It was first field tested for reliability

on ten pre-readers from day-care centers in laCrosse and others in

Wonewoc, These children were not included in the research population.

This research waS completed in the spring and summer of 1978.

The researcher gave the test to twenty-two children in Wonewoc

and six children in Reedsburg during the pre-kindergarten round-ups

or screenings in April and May. Eleven children from pre-schools and

day-care centers in laCrosse were given the test in June and July. These

39 children comprised the research population. They were not chosen

randomly. Instead, they were chosen on availability, age, and locale.

Each child was individually administered the Peabody Picture

Vocabulary Test (PPVT). This took approximately ten minutes. Each

small group of two to four students also were given the newly designed r~

search instrument. This instrument had a total of 83 items. The time

involved for the second test was fifteen to twenty minutes. The



researcher used a tape recorder as an aid in scoring the research

instrument.

The researcher had obtained two raw scores for each child, (see

appendix H). one trom the Em and the other trom the research instru

ment. The median score for each was calculated. The median score of

the research instrument was 60•.5. The median of the Em was ,54.3.

The mean for each was also calculated. The mean of the research instru

ment waS .58.67. The mean of the Em was .53 •.51.

The median scores and the mean scores for the two instruments dif

fered only five and six points. The closeness of the scores suggests

that the research instrument is an appropriate measure of experiential

background,

The researcher had felt that children having had many rich Elxperi

ences would be able to identify 95 percent of the pictures. It was

also felt that children having limited experiences would not be able

to identify any more than .50 percent of them. The range of scores waS

28 <33 percent) to 76 (90 percent). No child was able to identify 79

pictures (9.5 percent). Two children were unable to identify 42 pic

tures (50 percent).

This information did not indicate a rich educational background. or

a lack of rich educational background. Rather. it indiCated an average

amount of experience. No one in the research field has explored experi

ential background to the extent that he can sayl average experiential

background equals "XII percent.

Certain test items gave additional information to the classroom
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teacher of beginning reading. Very few children could identify the

'canoe', 'barge' and 'dam' in those terms. The terms children used

were' 'boats' and 'waterfall'. Macaroni waS often called noodles. No

one identified item 4.3 as jet. It waS either plane or airplane. Semi

and truck were found to be interchangable words (item 44). Colors and

crayons (item 28) were also interchangable words. Less than ten per

cent identified item 67 as nurse. It was called doctor. Only nine

percent of the children understand the concept of town and city. Other

unfamiliar items were medicine, make-up, lamb, silo, baler, camper,

dam, raccoons, radishes, reel, movers, dentist, barber, factory, chem

ist, town and city. The researcher decided to find better pictures for

these items.

The researcher found that the data gained by recording the chil~en$'

responses other than the listed vocabulary was helpful in evaluating

the research instrument. This instrument was not found to be as clear

and decisive as the author intended. However, it seemed to this writer

that the children enjoyed the colorful pictures of her research instru

ment more than the line drawings of the fm.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Conclusion

"Do you have to read to be smart?" Ken Goodman stated:

You don't have to be smart to learn language •••

You don't have to be smart to read. I think we have to

ask ourselves seriously why if children learn to talk with

out our help. they don't learn to read with our help? •••

We failed to see reading as a process that is contin

ually trying to get to the meaning: trying to make sense

out of the experience one is having with written language

(Goodman. 1975).

Teachers want to be able to teach their students to learn well. es

pecially to be able to read. We should teach them to be smart since lan

guage and learning are interrelated. An axiom to follow would be: no

language without experience and no experience without language.

It was the purpose of this study: (1) to examine reading readiness

as it relates to a child's experiential background; (2) to review the lit

erature concerning the readiness factors that influence a child's learning.

to read. and to review several picture instruments of the pre-reading le

vel; (3) to develop and administer an instrument to test the experiential

background of the pre-reader; and (4) to report the findings and implica

tions and give recommendations for future study.

Reading readiness was found to be that wealth of information neces

sary for the learner to attach meaning to spoken and wr:Ltten symbols. .tli

child gains such information through many direct concrete experiences with

situations in his environment.
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Reading readiness was also found to be a part of the child's natural

development. It relates to the aspects of mental, physical, social, and

emotional development. The child's language development was found to be

inseparable from his total development and environment (Durkin, 1970). A

young child does not even learn a word without concrete experience with

the concept.

Teachers want to be sure of themselves. They want to be able to mea

sure each child's reading skills. This researcher examined several read

ing readiness tests. The five major tests measured twelve readiness skills.

However not one of them attempted to measure experiential background.

Clarice Widell (1971) researched the effect of pictures on children

who are learning to read. It was found that children react favorably to

the multi-sensory stimulation of pictures and words. vlidell urged the use

of attractive pictures. For this reason the researcher reviewed three in

struments.

The Science Research Associates Test in Reading, (1954), presented

hard and challenging vocabulary for average and above-average readers.

Other~ material from the Learning to Think Series contained complex

line drawings. The child must decipher pictures and complete many cogni

tive thinking exercises.

The PeabodY Picture Vocabulary Test was developed to give an estimate

of the SUbject's verbal intelligence through measuring his hearing vocab

ulary. Line drawings were again used to present vocabulary.

The Pre-R~ading Skills Program made use of colored line draw~ngs to

test and teach five visual and auditory skills. The drawings were appeal

ing but needed identification before independent use by the reader.
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These three instruments were all designed for purposes other than

the experiential background of the child.

This researcher had found very few good picture instruments. It

therefore became the purpose of the present study to construct a good

picture instrument (see Appendix A and B). Eighty-three pictures were

found for twelve categories of experience. The pictures were all of ob

jects which began With simple initial consonant sounds.

This researcher mounted the pictures on cardboard and constructed a

response sheet. The test (see Appendix G) was field tested and than

shown to the research population of thirty-nine readers.

Findings

The research instrument and the~ were each given to thirty-nine

SUbjects. The raw scores for each were tabulated and compared (see Appen

dix H). These findings were as follows:

1. This researcher found that the median and mean score for the two

instruments were only five and six scores different. The median score

for the research instrument was 60.5. The median score for the~ was

54.3. The mean of the research instrument was 58.67. The mean of the

.EfY! was 53.51.

Z. Several items were identified very infrequently by the research

population. Medicine, make-up, lamb, silo, baler, camper, dam, raccoons,

radishes, reel, movers, dentist, barber, factory, chemist, and town and

city were found to be items not common to the experience of the research

popUlation.

3. Several items had common al,ternate responses. For example,

macaroni or noodles, colors or crayons, semi or truck, police car or cop

car, lions or tigers and tigers or lions were the responses recorded.
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Implications

This researcher found the results of the research instrument helpful

in analyzing the effectiveness of the instrument. as follows I

1. The closeness of the median and mean scores indicated that the

tests were similar measures of oral language, vocabulary and experiential

background. The research instrument was found to be an appropriate test.

2. The items identified infrequently by the research population were

unclear concepts as they were presented in the research pictures. These

pictures were carefully examined and considered. Other pictures should

be found for these responses.

3. The classroom teacher of beginning readers should be aware that

some words do not present the same concept to the children as they do to

the teacher. When one speaks of a semi, the child may be wondering if a

semi is the same thing as the truck that he knows.

4. The classroom teacher could use this research instrument as a

teaching device in the room after the initial use as a screening agent.

The comnum,ty workers subsection would be very useful in a social studies

unit. Other sections could also be used as visual aids in social studies

units. The entire set of pictures could be used for the initial consonant

sounds in the phonics class.

RecoDlDlendations

This researcher learned many things about constructing tests. If

there is no good picture test in a subject field, the answer may be that

it is hard to construct a good instrument. There is still a great need for

more good picture material on the readiness level. Colorful photographs

should be explored for use instead of plain line draWings.
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This research instrument should be revised for internal clarity and

be presented to a larger research population.

The response sheet should be used lilth a tape recorder so that the

exaliliner could use all the data of oral language given by the children.

Future research should be explored in the area of the difference be

tween active and passive experiences of young children. For example,

would children who only view images on television learn as well as the

children who actively examine real or concrete objects.

A follow-up study should be made on the thirty-nine sUbjects of the

research population during the next two years. The researcher would want

to give a kindergarten reading readiness test to the research population

in the spring of 1979. A reading achievement test would be given in the

spring of 1980. The researcher would examine the scores to see if there

would be any correlation between the range of experiential background and

the children's measured reading success.
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In!tial List of Pictures
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Household Police ~

wall car cat (kitty)

door jail dog (doggy, puppy)

window policeman (cop) snake

ceiling nightstick gerbil

picture gun (holster) hamster

dusting Siblings mice

vacuum cl.eanezr toys Playthings.Playmates

washer-dryer playpen friend

freezer crib boy

dishwasher rattle girl

Furnishings baby bottle toys

lamp pacifier teddy bear

couch-davenport-sofa COlD1llunication trucks-cars

table telephone dolls

chairs radio games

carpet-rug TV puzzles

Modes of Travel stereo Farm-DairY
Vehicles

8-track player silo
airplane/jet

Farm Animals combine
truck/van

cow windmill
car

horse Culture
bus

pig butler
train

lambs maid
fly

rooster etiquette
ride

semi



Zoo-Circus Animals

zebra

lion

tiger

monkey

bear

giraffe

camel

Factory &Industry

assembly line

manufacture

machines

47

~ GeographY

stream, creek, brook globe

mouse world

moss cactus

violets desert

rabbit mountain

squirrel oil well

deer derrick

skunk Sports

sun, moon, stars baseball

clouds run/base

chipmunk hockey

Literature football

terminal (railroad, bus)mixer

Grocery Store
Supermarket

grocery cart

cans

check out

aisles

displays

shelves

School

gym

classroom

furnace

principal

teacher

story telling

storybook

books

castle

armor

dragon

Winnie the Pooh

Donald Duck

Mother Goose

minibus

cab, taxi

goal

ski

wrestling

basketball

bat

Cooking

bowl

scraper

spatula

measuring spoons

egg beater

mix
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Post Offioe Family and Home ~

mail father pliers

stamp mother sorewdriver

oanoel brother wrenoh

postman sister hammer

letters Community Helpers saw

postoardS teaoher-aide ax

paokages polioeman ladder

airmail librarian Pioni os-Cookouts

sort fireman basket

Fire station storekeeper thermos

hose Professions-Vooations salad

hatohet dootor oharooal grill

fireman dentist hamburger

alarm nurse hot dog

siren Fishing barbeoue

ladder boat Department Store

Literaoy pole (rod & reel) olerk

magaZines worm esoalator

newspaper fly elevator

diotionary oork;;'bobber Park or Garden

mail-letter hook plants

encyclopedia fish trees

books frog bush

reoords orab flower

tape reoorder grass



Farm-Dairy

tractor

barn

farmer

calves

parlor milking

bunkfeeder

Travel

maps

rest area

ramp

exit

interstate

freeway

motel

Amtrak

bus (Greyhound
Trailways)

airplane/jet

Beach-Riverside-Lake

sand

waves

shells

drift wood

seaweed

lake

Concert

conductor

music

soloist

harp

violin

trombone

trumpet

tuba

flute

clarinet

piano

saxophone

Parade

float

band

clown
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Working List of Pictures
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Household Playthings-Pla:wates Zoo-Circus Animals

wall boy zebra

door girl lion

picture toys tiger

Window teddybear monkey

dusting cars bear

Furnishings dolls camel

lamp games Farm-Dairy

table puzzles silo

Police ~ combine

car cat Windmill

jail dog baler

policeman hamster milking

gun mice barn

Siblings Modes of Travel farmer
Vehicles

toys Farm Animals
van

rattle cow
car

baby botUe horse
bus

pacifier pig
ride

Communications lambs
semi

radio calf
Grocery Store

telephone SUpermarket rooster

television cans School

Factory-Industry cart furnace

manufacture displays teacher

machines desk
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Fire Station Post Office Beach-Riverside-Lake

hose mail sand

hatchet cancel waves

fireman postman lake

siren letters Cooking

ladder postcards bowl

City packages mixer

minibus sort Fishing

bus Sports boat

Conununity Helpers baseball pole

policeman hockey worm

librarian football hook

fireman goal fish

Profession-Vocations basketball reel

doctor ball Park-Garden

dentist bat bush

nurse ~ Travel

~ mouse maps

hanuner moss motel

saw violets Literacy

ladder rabbit magazines

Picnics-Cookouts deer newspaper

basket Family and Home dictionary

salad father mail-letter

hamburger mother books

hot dog sister records

barbecue



APPENDIX ,C .

Samples From

Science Research Associates

Learning To Think Series

c 1967. Thelma Gwinn Thurstone
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APPENDIX D

Samples From

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test

c 1959. Lloyd M. Dunn
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Suggested Starting Points

Ago Category Begin with:

below 3·3 Plate No. 1
3·3 to 4·2.. . .. Plate No. 15
4·3 to 5-5. . .. Plate No. 25
5·6 to 7·5. . .. . Plate No. 40
7-6 to 9·5 Plate No. 50

(sec manual page 8)

Age Category Begin with:

9·6 to 11·5.. ..Plate No. 60
11·6 to 13·5 Plate No. 70
13·6 to 15·5 Plate No. 80
15·6toI7·5 PlateNo.90
above 17-6 Plate No. 100

BASAL: 8 consecutive correct. responses

CEiLING: 6 errors in 8 consecutive responses

*TO RECORD ERRORS: Make oblique strokes through the geometric figures. Every eighth figure is i,

26 engineer (3) .. V
27 peeking (4)._. __ .f;(
28 kite (I )._. <)
29 rat .. , (I)... 0
30 time (1) .. []

31 sail (4). l':l
32 ambulance (2). ._~?

33 trunk (2)... V
34 skiing , .. (4) __ . -{;(

35 hook (2) __ <)
36 tweezers (1).~ ()

37 wasp (3) .. fl

38 barber """ (2)... _ L\
o39 parachute (3) .

40 saddle (4) V
A.

41 temperature .. (3)~__ U

42 captain (1)._. <)
43 whale (2)----.0
44 cash , .. (4) [1

45 balancing (1)----- (\,
46 cobweb (3) .. <>
47 pledging (3) .. V
48 argument (1)----. 'j.~

49 hydrant· (3) .. <)
50 binocular (4) 0

51 locomotive (1)-,.[j

52 hive , (2)~__ . (\,
b3 reel (4) __.__ ..

C0
54 insect (1).---- \/

55 ' ) ';'1gnawmg (1 . c.

56 weapon (2)..__ <)
57 bannister (3). 0
58 idol (1) .. __, i.~

59 globe ... , (1) /.'\

60 walrus (3)._"';>

61 filing (1) . V
62 shears (3) )J;{

63 horror """ (1)--- . <)
64 chef (4).. 0
65 harvesting (4) ..

66 construction .. (3). i
67 observatory .. (4).__ .__ <~~

68 assistance '" (4). 'V
69 erecting ..... (2).__. __ .(:{

70 thoroughbred (3). . <)
71 casserole (2)._._ 0
72 ornament (4). L~'

73 cobbler (3)__.__. !..,
74 autumn . (2). <>
75 dissatisfaction (3) __ ... \?

Plate
No. WOld Key ttcsp. FHOrs t

1 table . (2) (J
2 bus (4) _._. f]

3 horse (?) _ 1\
4 dog .. , .. : .. (3). _".. 1\;:

")5 shoe (4)._ ..__ \

6 finger (4)_ . -tt
7 boat. . . (3)._ .. <)
8 children .... (2) __ .. 0
9 bell .. (1)

10 turtle (4) __ ,\

11 climbing (2)_ l;>
12 lamp ,. (1) ..... V
13 sitting ,. (3)_. __ ~::t

14 jacket """ (2) .. _ <)
15 pulling (1)-.. -- ()

16 ring (2).-__~.__

17 nail (1)_/\
"18 hitting (2) .. ~\fl

V19 tire (3).. _

20 ladder """ (3)..__~. <~{

21 snake ()).. __ . <)
22 river (1) .. _- 0
23 ringing (4)_._ []

24 baking (4) .1\
n

25 cone .. , .... (2)... (tJ
l

Plate'
No. Word Key Resp. [nor~~

Plato
No. Word KcyRc~p. lOrrc:s'

2



RAW SCORE CALCULATIONS

Ceiling item .

Less errors

Raw score

entical to facilitate the determination of the basal or ceiling.

Plate Plale Plate
No. Word Key Resp. Errors~ no. Word KeyResp. Errors' No. Word Key Resp. Errors"

76 scholar ..... (4) ......._ -{::( 101 incandescent (4) .... 6 126 edifice · .... (4) .. 0
77 oasis · ..... (1) ..... 0 102 cornucopia · . (3)... <;0 127 scallion · (3).....0
78 soldering · .. (3). 0 103 ascending · . (2) ... _ V 128 infirm · .... (1)._-- [J
79 astonishment (3)_.. 104 summit · . . . (l).... i':r 129 emaciate · (1) .... L.
bO tread · ..... (1) ____ l\ 105 caster · . (3) ... 0 130 catapult · ... (2)._ <'?
81 thatched · .. (2) t~> 106 lobe · .. (2) () 131 arable · (2).._ V
82 jurisprudence (1) V 107 patriarch . (3) __ L.l 132 orifice · ... .(4). 1:r
83 sapling ..... (2) )~ 108 sampler · . (3)... i\ 133 renovate · ... (J) ___~~ (>
F!· arch · ...... (3) .. <> 109 ingenious · .. (3)_ .. S> 134 precarious · . (1) ..._0
Q" dwelling . (4) 0 110 repose · ... (1).--. V 135 dromedary · . (2).JJ

.
cO

86 lubricating · (1) r : 111 constrain · . (3) ,/~( 136 pedagogue · . (1). .~ __. l:o.<.__J

87 pedestrian · (2). . l\ ]12 tangent · .. (1) .. 0 137 sepal · (1).._ <>
88 vale · . · (3) ___ {~-~l 113 sconce · .. (4) ... _0 ]38 lethargic ... (3) ___ V
89 jubilant · .. (3). __ V 114 hoary · .. (4).. __ [J ]39 delectation · (4)_._ 1:r
90 laden · ..... (2) .-/~{ 115 pendant · ... (]) .. _t\ 140 embellish · (3) ___ 0
91 pursuit ..... (2) ... _. 0 116 prodigy .... (1) -- --- <> 141 osculation · . (1) ...... 0
92 goblet .... (4)._ 0 117 casement · .. (2). V 142 cincture · ... (2) . __ C
93 rodent . . (2).._ '-1 118 quiescent · .. (1) I~ ]43 barrister ... .(3) .._6l....J

94 confiding · .. (3) A 119 talon · .. (4). .0 144 carrion · ... · (3) _.. <;
95 reclining · .. (4).. (~> 120 chevron · ... (1)-- 0 145 lanate · (2)._.. V
96 frisking .... (1)---. V 121 feline . (4)_ ... r.J ]46 chirography · (4) ___ 1::
97

,A(
122 cairn · .. (2).... 6 147 mendicant · . (1) ...__ 0moat ...... (2)__ ,-.

98 salutation, .. (3). __ ... 0 123 convergence .(4) <> 148 saltation. ... (1).-.- 0
99 barrier · (2) 0 124 apothecary · . (3) V ]49 florescence .. (2) ...... [J

100 foal · ...... (3).. .
r-,

125 indigent · .. (2) .. i~' 150 culver ..... (4) ___.6I._J

3



TEST GEHAVIOR

Examples needed: ....... 0 only 1 [J 2 or 3 [J over 3
Types of response: [J S. called numbers 0 Subject pointed 0 Examiner pointed

Rapport: .............. , [J easily attained 0 slowly attained 0 poor rapport
Guessing: .. , ........ [J guessed when asked 0 resisted guessing [J prone to guess
Speed of response: " . D fast 0 average 0 slow
Attention span: .......... [J very attentive 0 average [J distractible
Perseveration: 0 110ne noted 0 some [J frequent
Need for praise: .. 0 little needed [I some needed 0 much needed
Shyness: .. ..... , ., 0 friendly [] slightly shy lJ very shy

*Effort: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IJ good effort 0 fair effort 0 perfunctory effort

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Hearing: need to repeat
stimulus words 0 never 1-' seldom [J often. . . . . . . . .0

apparent hearing acuity.. lJ good 0 fair ~ pooru

hearing aid IJ S. did not own one 0 S. owned but did [I S. wore one
not wear one

Vision: distance of eyes
from page .. [] under 8" 0 average (8" . 20") D over 20"
apparent visual acuity rJ good .o fair [J poor

glasses 0 S. did not 0 S. owned but did CJ S. wore glasses
own glasses not wear glasses

Motor activity: ....... I' hyperactive D average [J hypoactive•__J

Sedation: .. , " .. [J none 0 slight [J heavy

RECOMMeNDATIONS

PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION

,', Do you believe that the test
performance of the subject
has fairly represented his
or her ability? 0 Yes [J No.
If not, why?

Lithe in U.S.A.



APPENDIX E

Samples From

Pre-Reading Skills Program

c 1970, Board of Regents of the

University of Wisconsin System
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__Sound Practice Sheet 7

Last Position

__Sound Practice Sheet 6

__Sound Practice Sheet 5

8: Word Matching Card Game e
9: Word Matching Card Game.e

4: Sound Louo letters

I: Sort

II : Lion Crackaloo

__Sound Practice Sh,~ct 2

6: Sort

4: Sound Lotto pictures o
5: Sort

2: Sort

Beginning Position

__Sound Practice Shed 4

__Sound Practice Sheet 3

14: Sort

15: Picture Gallery . ~)

16: Monkey. Crackaloo

Extra Help

12: House Came

__Sound Practice Sheet 1

take-home Sort Game

-------~-

M
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Letters to Parents of Pre-Readers
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To: Parents of Future Kindergarten Students

I am a graduate student of the University of Wisconsin-laCrosse. I

am doing a research study on the experiences of four year olds. I wish

to measure how many experiences the children have already had.

If your child is four years old now, I would like to have permission

to use him or her in my research. The name of the child will not be used

in the study.

However, the information on your child's experiences will be a help

to the kindergarten teacher. I will make sure that she receives this in

formation.

If you wish to knOl' the results of the study. I will be happy to mail

you a copy of the final results.

If you are willing to help, please fill out the permission form.

Thank you,

Kindergarten Round-up

Name of child, _

Birth date, _

Parents I name, _

I am willing to permit my child to be a part of Mrs. Schmidt's re

search on the experience of four year olds.

(Signed by parent)

Do you wish to receive a copy of the final results of the research?

Yes No- -
If,yes, address, _
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Research Instrument
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F; Modes of Travel

41 canoe

42 barge

43 jet

44 semi

45 camper

46 car

54 dam

H; Hobbies-Sports

55 camera

56 tent

57 radishes

58 hiker

59 tennis

60 reel

61 bowling

62 fishing

Response Sheet (continued)

I: Community Workers

63 cart

64 baker

65 fireman

§6:police.car

67 nurse

68 policemen

69 movers

70 const.
worker

71 dentist

72 mailman

73 mailmen

74 barber

J; Communi.cation

75 town

76 city

77 TV

78 magaZines

79 newspaper

80 telephone

81 letter

82 money

83 factory

84 laboratory
or chemist

75
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APPENDIX H

Results of Research
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Test Results

Test Area Child Number Research Raw Score Peabody Raw Score

Wonewoc 56 52

2 66 5;

; 6; 60

• 4 59 55
,

5 6; 54i
i

6 74 64

7 62 41

8 58 5;

9 54 44

10 66, . 60

11 73 77

12 49 48

1; 52 69

14 6; 6;

15 75 51

16 76 73

17 56 70

18 65 59

19 60 ;4

20 68 69

21 69 45

22 69 56
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/-., Test Results (continued)

Test Area Child Number Research Raw Score Peabody Raw Score

Reedsburg 23 66 54

24 52 44

25 45 51

26 68 45

27 53 52

28 48 50

La Crosse 29 61 67,
30 28 46

31 62 69

32 60 49

33 68 83

34 36 55

35 52 . c 49

36 49 59

37 50 54

38 48 51

39 46 55
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